ABSTRACT. In this paper, a general Fatou theorem is obtained for functions which are integrals of kernels against measures on R n. These include solutions of Laplace's equation on an upper half-space, parabolic equations on an infinite slab and the heat equation on a right half-space. Lebesgue almost everywhere boundary limits are obtained within regions which contain sequences approaching the boundary with any prescribed degree of tangency.
O. Introduction. It is well known that every positive solution of Laplace's equation on Rn x R+ has finite nontangentiallimits Lebesgue almost everywhere on Rn. Recently, this result has been improved by A. Nagel and E. Stein (cf. [10] ) to include limits within regions which allow sequential approach with any degree of tangency to the boundary, R n. These regions are constructed by taking a countable union of cones with vertices on a surface which is tangential to R n.
In this paper we consider Rn equipped with a translation-invariant pseudodistance, p, and define the analogue of a cone when distance is measured by p instead of the Euclidean norm (these are the "standard" sets). The "a-admissible" sets are the analogues of the sets which satisfy "a cone condition with aperture a" (cf. [10] ). By using the maximal function techniques in [10] we obtain a differentiation theorem relative to the p-balls. In §2, we obtain a general Fatou theorem for functions of the form
J K(x, t; y) dJ.L(Y)
on R~+l, where the conditions on K are stated in terms of p. This theorem is applied in §3 to obtain the result of Nagel and Stein for Laplace's equation on R~+1 and analogous results for parabolic equations on Rn x (0, T) (resp. the heat equation on Rn-l x R+ x (-00, T)), where the cone is replaced by a parabolic region (resp. two-sided parabolic region). We conclude by showing that under certain additional conditions on K, the a-admissible regions are best in some sense.
We take this opportunity to thank Stanton Philipp for the stimulating discussions we had and J. Chabrowski for suggesting that the result of Nagel and Stein may be extended to parabolic equations on Rn x (0, T).
1. A differentiation theorem. Throughout this paper, the Lebesgue measure of E c Rn will be denoted by lEI and, ~ 1 is a fixed constant. C denotes a general constant which may depend on n, , and other constants and is not necessarily the same at different occurrences.
p: R n x R n -+ [0, 00) is assumed to satisfy the following properties:
( 1.1 )
For all x, y, z ERn, That is, p is a translation-invariant pseudo-distance (cf. [3] ).
(1.2)
For each x E Rn and r > 0 define B(x,r) = {y:p(x,y) < r}, the p-ball with center x and radius r. Observe that, by translation-invariance of p, we can replace 0 by any x E Rn in the above inequality.
The examples of p that will be used in §3 are (1) For each t > 0, define O(t) = {x ERn: (x, t) EO}, Q(t) = UXEl1(t) B(x, t).
(2) 0 is said to be o:-admissible if 
Then there is a finite sub cover {xJ + Q(tj):j = 1,2, ... , N} where tj = t(Xj).
As in [10, 
Then IQ(t)1 :S CIB(O, t)1 and Q(t) C Q(t). 
which proves the claim.
The following result is immediate. 
We now obtain the following differentiation theorem by a slight variation of the standard method (cf. [11] 
03(x,t)-.O ,t J B(xo+x,t)
Since the p-balls form a base for the (ii) Let J,l be a signed measure with Radon-Nikodym derivative f. A point Xo ERn is in the 11-Lebesgue set of
where m is Lebesgue measure on Rn. We now give examples of a-admissible sets which are not contained in any {3-standard set (cf. [10, Lemma 9] 
Then 11 is a-admissible.
PROOF. Fix t > 0 and let N be the first index for which tN < t. If 
The following result is obtained by a standard dyadic decomposition argument (cf. 
KJ-t(xo + x, t) = ddJ-t (xo).

03(x,t)-+0
m PROOF. 
IKJ-t(xo
+ x, t) -f(xo)1 :s; IKJ-t(xo + x, t) -f(xo)uo(x, t)1 + luo(x, t) -
03(x,t)-+0
Observe that property (2.4) of K has not been used as yet. This property enables us to remove the finiteness condition on J-t in the previous result. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let W c Rn be an open set and J-t a measure on Rn such that KJ-t(x, t) is finite on Rn x (0, T) for some
Hence P satisfies (2.4) and we obtain the following result of Nagel and Stein [10] . IO'(t)1 :S Ct n / 2 for all t > 0 and for all (y, s) EO, (3.4) Ix -Yl2 < a(t -s) '* (x,t) EO'.
Property (2.1) is in Theorem 10 of [1]. Choosing 'P().) = Cexp(-).2/4p2), we see r(x t·y)
Clearly 'P satisfies (2.3) as Tn().) = ).n/2.
Now fix Xo
ERn and let V = {x: Ix -xol < r}, U = {x: Ix -xol < 2r} for r sufficiently small. Then, as before,
and if t is smaller than PIP/8p2,
Hence r satisfies (2.4) . We thus obtain the following result.
Then for every signed measure p, on Rn for which u(x, t) = f r(x, t; y) dp,(y) is finite on Rn x (0, T), 
where ( , ) denotes the usual inner product and for b = (b', 0, s),
Hb(x,t)= 0 (t_s)(n+2)/2 exp -
4(t-s)
(cf. [7, §4; 9, Corolary 3.3] ). The vertical boundary is then Rn-I x {O} x (-00, T).
We show first that the last two integrals go to 0 continuously as (x', xn , t) -; (y', 0, s). Let VI (x, t) be the first of these and V2(X, t) the last. For all (x, t) such lx' -y'l < 8, Xn < 8, t < to < to + 8 = tl < T,
Thus VI(X, t) :S CXnV1((y', 1), h) -; O. As
V2(X,t):S C r exp(tllW + (y', b'))sinh(xnbn) dV2(b),
JRn-l xR+ and the integrand is dominated by the v2-integrable exp(hlW + (y', b')) sinh8bn
(its integral is v2((y',8),td), V2(X,t) -; 0 by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence
Theorem.
Now consider solutions of the form J Hb(x, t) dJ.l(b).
To make this amenable to the notations established in this paper, we make a slight change in notation. For
The problem now becomes one of examining KJ.l(x, t), x E Rn-1 x (-00, T), t > 0, corresponds exactly to the "parabolic cones" defined in [12] . Two other definitions of two-sided-parabolic regions have been studied in the literature. In our notation they would take the form r(y; a) = {(x, t): Ix' -y'l + IXn -Yn1 1 / 2 < at} defined in [6] and
as (x, t) -; (xo,O). KJ.l(x, t) satisfies the heat equation
defined in [8] . It is obvious that these regions are all equivalent to the a-standard An a-admissible region ° is one which satisfies (3.7) (0,0) E 11, (3.8) 10(t)1 :::; Ct n + 1 for all t > 0,
We now verify the conditions on K in §2. Simple calculations give J K(x, t; y) dy = 1 and We wish now to show that the a-admissible condition is necessary in the sense that if M{f is weak-type (1,1), then there is an a-admissible set, 0"" containing O. For this purpose we impose the following additional restrictions on K: Let a > 0. Put 0", = {(x, t) E R+.+l: p(x, xo) < a(t -to) for some (xo, to) EO}.
As in Proposition 1.12, 0", satisfies (2)(c)(ii) of Definition 1.3 (take O~ = 0,,,,). 
